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tended cruises of the great commerce-destroy

ers. In other fields of professional duty ‘must
be mentioned the work done at Richmond by
Brooke, the creator of ihe naval ordnance of the
Confederacy. and in England by Bulloch, the

agent through whoseconsummate lact and stead
fastness of purpose the Alabama, the Florida,
the Shenandoah, and the Georgia were fitted out
as Confederate cruisers.
in writing a book upon this great and attrac
tive subject, Mr. Schari has been fortunate in
having an absolutely unoccupied field. Having

been himself one of the pupils of the Naval Aca
demy at Richmond, and having borne a credita
ble part in some of the famous exploits of his
service, he has exceptional advantages for his

task of authorship. He has shown evident dili‘

gence in accumulating materials, and his book
includes a valuable collection of 'mK‘nwircspour
aernir. A more careful revision would have
savedhim from many littlcinaccuracies in names
and dates, and from occasional lapses in the use
of his mother tongue. in many chapters his
materials have been loosely thrown together,
with little regard to style or to structural arrange

ment. In theserespectsthe book is seriously de
fective.
Themostextraordinary feature, however,of Mr.
Scharf’s otherwise useful book is the undercur
rent of political animosity and bitterness which

penetrates all his references to the causes of the
war and the conduct and motives of the Union
leaders. In holding that secessionwas a consti
tutional right, he only expressesthe sincere con
viction of the majority of Southern men before
the war: but he goesfar beyondthis, and appears
to think that no other view was possible to men
of sincerity and average intelligence. Indeed, it
is not quite clear that he regards the war as
having done anything towards a settlement of
the question. “ Whether the theory of a national
or a compact government,” he says in his open
ing sentences,“ bethe true theory of the Constitu
tion, now and hereafter, it is not necessary to
discuss," which would seem to indicate that the
question is still open for discussion. The condi
tion of affairs at the beginning of the war is ex
plained by the statement that “ in 1861events
had presentedto the States that most unexpected
result-the soldiers and sailors, educated by the
Federal Government in its character as agent of
the States, were called on by that agent to fight
against its principal-by the servant to make
war on the master, by the creature to destroy
the creator.”
Starting with this “ anomalous condition of
the relations of the Statestothe Federal Union,”
as Mr. Scbarf correctly designates it, the reader
will not be surprised to learn that the war was.a
bloody work of repression, perildiously under
taken by a tyrannical government, in the in
terests of a political party, and that the lead
ers in the secession movement were the inno
cent victims of a trick perpetrated by Mr. Lin
coln's Cabinet. This opinion recurs again
and again, and its manner of presentation
is more remarkable for the author’s tone of
unquestioned authority, and for a certain gran
deur of diction, than for cogency of reasoning. A
few passageswill suilice to illustrate. Thus on
p. 20 :

“ The recital of thesefacts, as they existedat the
South in 1861, establishes beyond controversy
that no reparation for war had beenmade by
any Sout ern State prior to secession; that not
one of the States desired war ; that there ought
not to have beenwar, and that there would not
have been war except to ‘save the Republican
party from rupture.’ The facts of the timesand
the acts of man cannot be coveredup from the
search and exposure of the historian, who, when
he comes to write the causes of the terrible
war of 1861-65,must discover and exposethose
who, to secure themselves in the possession

of political place, deliberately played with
the excited passions of the hour to involve the
country in war, and dissolve the Union, so that
its reconquost would crpetuate their party as
cendency, or that the ossof the Southern States
would deprive their political opponents of the
great bulk of their strength, and thus secure for
themselvesthe possession of power in either the
reconstructed Union or in the divided and dis
memberednorthern part."

Here is another passage:

"Mr. Lincoln and his advisers had outwitted
and overreached all the precautions of peace

ly drawing the fire of the Charleston batteries,
had inaugurated war. The latent spirit of devo
tion to the Union, which the echoes of the guns

'

at Charleston arousedinto such terrible force and
proportion, stopped not to consider the trick .

had been begun. it‘by which the war
only saw the flag of the Union in the
smoke of battle, and, whether right or Wrong.
rushed in its defence. But neither that expres
sion of loyalty to the Union, nor the extraordi
nary elforts in its defence.nur the triumphs of its :
army and navy, will beanie to cover up and con- i

can]from the reprehensionof history the shame
ful subterfuge of provisioning Sumter as a start
to war ; but history will separate the glory of the

peorlllc’ls
defencefrom theshameof thepolitician’s

tric ‘

In regard to the Southern othcers who resigned
from the old navy, every candid student of his-

‘

tory is ready to acknowledge that, during the

trying period that preceded their resignation,

they discharged their duties with scrupulous fide~

lity. It is, therefore, ‘hardly necessary to give
this lucid explanation of their conduct:

"They did not presume to take upon them
selves the outv of dividing the navy among the
States, notwithstanding it was the common
properly of all the States. In the excitement of
the times. it would have been pardonable con
duct to have brought their ships to the defence
of the States; but their senseof honor, and a
sailor’s duty to the government whose commis
sion he bore, required that he should divest him
self of every selfish motive before he returned
his commission to the Federal Government."

The author’scommentsupon personsand events

are what might be expected from the general

statement of his views. The hotel-keeper who

killed Ellsworth at Alexandria is a hero.
“ Among all the acts of personal bravery during

the war," says Mr. Scharf, “not one exceeds in
‘

heroism that total indifference to personal safety
‘

which inspired the noble Jackson to brave in his

single person a whole regiment of the enemy.’7
Farragut is an “apostate," who turns “at the
prompting of self-interest against the people

among whom he was
ferences with the Navy Department in the

last year of his life lead the author to

moralize in this pathetic fashion: “It is
the old story-they loved the treason, and

they rewarded with honors and prize-money the

exploits of the apostate son of the South, but

they never took him wholly and singly to their

hearts." If, as Mr. 'ccharf states, it was " petty
malice " that led the Secretary of the Navy in

the heat of civil war to designate the Southern

naval oflicers as deserters.what shall be said of

an author who, twenty years after the war is

over. has the presumption to say that the great

Admiral was induced by the " prompting of self.
‘

interest" to stand by the dag and the Union, and

that his countrymen “ never took him wholly

and singly to their hearts"?
It would be a waste of time to dwell upon the
preposterousabsurdities of this kind with which

Mr. Scharf has seen fit to mar his history. He

exhausts the language of petulance in his criti
cisms of Mr. Seward and Mr. Welles. The cli

max of childishness is reached in a delightfully

funny passageon page 428,in which the Secre

tary of State is charged with having "dirtied

the pagesof American diplomacy" by an indeli

cate allusion :
HTo‘; euphemism by which, when a household

born"; and his dif- ‘

is gladdened by the birth of a babe, the conva
lcscence of the mother is described in technical
and courtly phrase, ‘that the mother is getting
on as well as could be expected,’was introduced
bv Mr. Seward in a despntch to Mr. Adams. as
‘ The work of pacification in the region concern
is going on as successfully as could be eat-period.
You hear of occasional guenlla raids, but these
are the after-pangs of revolution in that quarter
which has proved an abortion.’ ”

Mr. Scharf is hardly fair in lashing Mr. Sew
‘
ard so unmercifully for ametaphor which hedoes
‘
not hesitateto usehimself. On p. 725he speaksof

taken at the South, and, by deftly and cunning-
‘ “ the prevailing ambition that the bosomof the

James should bear ironclad ships over which the

Confederate ensign should float," and he adds:

“This pregnant desire gave birth to the Rich
mond.” Indelicac'y is a very grave fault, but it

is well with this, as with other offences,for some

one who is without sin to do the stone»throwing.

If Mr. Schnrf, as he declares in his preface, is
attempting to vindicate “ the political views of

Confederate oflicers,” he has shot very wide of

the mark; for it may be doubted whether there

are many of his companions in arms who would

subscribe to his extravagances. Capt. Bulloch,

who did more than any other naval ofiicer to sus

tain the Confederacy during its four years’ strug

gle, and who may fairly be considered a repre~

sentative man of his class, says, in a work

every page of which excites admiration by

1 its dignity, its clear insight, its breadth

of view, and its moderation: “The South

has accepted the result of the war;
‘
business and social relations are again inter

mingling the peopleof the two sectionson terms

of friendship and intimacy’, and the great ma

jority on both sidescan now recur to the events

of the war, and discussthem as historical inci‘

dents, and not as subjects for strife and recriml

nation." In his address in New York on the last
4th of July, Gov. Lee declared, with just pride,
that “ Virginia was not sulking in a corner.” It
is charitable to hope that sooner or later the his

toriau of the Confederate Navy will emulate

Virginia’s noble example, and fall into line with

Capt. Bulloch and his “ great majority."

RECENT PSYCH [CAL RESE ARCH.

Preliminary Report of the Commission ap
pointed by the University of Pennsylvania to
Investigate Modern spiritualism, in accord

ance with the Request of the late Henrv Sey

bert. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Co. 1887.
Svo, pp. 159.

Proceedings of the [English] Society for Psychi
cal Research. Part XI. May, 1887. London:
Tri'ibner 8: Co.

Tan first report of‘ the Seybert Commission has

been awaited with interest, but it is certainly

somewhat disappointing. To be sure, the only

disappointment that we here can testify to has

little to do with the merely negative character

of the results so far reached by the Committee.

In commonwith mostpeoplewho give themselves

over to the modernspirit and like to trust its in

stincts, we, of course, have expected no positive

resultsof any very seriousimportance. But then it

has seemedto us that the Seybert Committee has

a work to do that must go far beyond more spe

cial criticism of the so-colled
“ facts" of modern

spiritualism. Granted that one finds little but

fraud and delusion in most classes of these
“ facts,” is it enough simply to report one‘sfail

ure, with a.considerabledisplay of literary skill,

and with a manifest readinessto assure the_world

that one is not easily to be fooled? \Ve think

that this is not enough for men who have under

, taken the peculiar re=ponsibilltiesof the Seybcrt

Commissioners. If up to the present timeiba
‘
Committee have found only deception and
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foolishness in those spiritualistic " manifesta
tions" that have come under their notice, it is
more than ever their duty'so to set forth their re
searchesas to aid in the work of educating the
people at large to the point where they also shall
be somewhat better able to distinguish imposture
from reality. The real task before the Commit~
fee is, in fact, plainly much more to instruct the
general public than to “ expose" this or that ras
cal. A Blade or a Mansfield maybe very fair
game to bag, and it is amusing enough to read
how clever men like the writers of this Re
port have dealt with such spiritual influences;
but it is unfortunate that the Committee
have laid so much stress on this part of their
story.
Seybert wanted them to “ investigate " Spirit
nalism, as one of the “systems which assume to
represent the truth"; and they have oertainlv
labored hard and well upon this task as fare-s
they have gone. But Seyhert surely planned
this investigation principally as an authoritative
and persuasive method of teaching the people.
He wanted the world to become Spiritualistic.
He bad faith that if an unprejudiced body of
learnedmen, appointed by aunlversity, could be
induced togive time tothe subject, they would be
come convinced of the truth of the faith that he
himself followed. And his aim plainly was tohave
such an authoritative verdict usedas a meansof
doing away with modern prejudices, and of gain
ing for Spiritualism a hearing in the world’s best
circles. Now,unfortunately, yet, of course, very
naturally, the appointed judges find themselves
so far unable to say one word that could satisfy
Seybert’s hopesand wishes were he alive to hear
from them. It is surely but fair that, with such
a preliminary result on their bands, they should
at least bear Seybert's wish in mind enough to
make their report a strong appeal, not to us who
are scepticsand needno repentanceand have al
ways made game of spiritualism, but to the lost
sheepthemselves,and to the still more important
sheepwho are in danger of being lost. To make
this appeal the Seybert Commission need not
have done any mere preaching. That, indeed,
was not their affair and will not be. But they
surely might have avoided a tone that is amusing
enough to us, but which must be distinctly and
solely offensive to the very class whom they were
mostcalled upon to assist.
Perhaps we are hyper-critical, but to our minds
the case stands thus: the belief of many people
in spiritualistic phenomenaof the illusory types
that the Beybert Commission have so far met
with, is plainly founded upon the very common
popular confidence in any honest man’s power
to judge for himself whatever he personally
sees, and to report accurately whatever he
has seen. This confidence is an ancient piece of
folk-lore. To get rid of it altogether is impossi
ble. We can only fight it wherever we meet
it. The untrained human sensesare in no wise
accurate instruments for the study of unwanted
facts; and the untrained human memory both
is, and, for the practical purposesof living, ought
to be, a largely unhistorical faculty. These are
simple truths, but folk-lore has been from the
first against them. What a sensible man sees,is
there; what an honest man relates, must have
happened: thesetwo superstitions form the rock
on which spiritualism builds. To do something
towards mining away that ancient rock, is the
businessof any man who undertakes to deal with
such beliefs. Now by implication, to be sure,the
Beybert Committee set forth in their report con
siderations of genuine value for this purpose.
They mention the difliculties of observation
in just this field, and they relate a number of in
stances of plausible tricks that would have de
ceived most ordinary observers, but that did

not deceive them. Yet they to relate these iw

stances, and so mention these difilculties, that
the moral will be lost on all who are in real
danger of falling a prey in this particular delu
Sill!)
In short, this report offers to the ordinary “ al
most persuaded” Spiritualist the treatment of
the north wind, not that of the sun. This almost
persuadedman says that he does not profess to ‘

understand it all so very well, but he did see his
dead wife and his baby at the materializing sé
ance, in the dim light. The spirits even spoketo
him, and he did once find written inside the
closedslate a messagefrom his lost friend, which
referred to a fact unknown, he is certain, to any
one now living but himself. Furthermore. the
trance-medium did once tell him this or that
wonderful thing. All this he is surebf. because
he saw and heard it himself, and he has heard
similar tales from numberless other people at
“ fact-meetings” and in private-talks. However
it all may be possible,then, the dead, he declares,
do live again, and, after a fashion. do comeback.
Such an “ inquirer” now turns, let us suppose,to
this report, and he finds simply what he “‘lll call
scofling. Logically it may be justified, but
practically it will be only mischievous to him.
He says, “ I saw so and so : [remember plainly
such and such startling things.” The Seybert
Commission say. with much humor and great
neatnessof language, that they went to various
places and never managed tosee anything but
tricks. and have rememberednothing but vanity.
Experience shows that this modeof treating an
honest and deluded man only hardens him. He
losesconfidence in your powers, becausehe loses
the sense of your sympathy. To his “I saw,"
you respond with a smiling “I saw nothing.”
To his “fact ” you have nothing to oppose out
your private inability to find any facts. His bag
is full of what, in his ignorance, he calls game.
You are tolerably sure that the “ game" is only
crows and sparrows; but you do nothing to in
struct him adequately about that. You only as
sure him that your own bag is so far empty, and
you report that you suspect the woodsof being
empty too. This makes,to his mind, a poor “ pre~
liminary report.” He only doubts your sports
manship, and tenderly lugs his bag of crows
homeward.
In a passage of magnificent humor, Bunyan
makesChristian and his fellow meet one “ Athe
ist," trudging along with his back to the heaven
lv glow that marks the direction of the Celestial
City. “ Where are you going?" says Atheist to
the Pilgrims. “ To the Celestial City,” is in sub
stance their response. Atheist bursts into un
controllable laughter. “ You fools,” he says,
“ l have beenhunting for that place thesetwen
ty years, and have seennothing of it yet. Plain
ly it doesn’texist." We cite wholly from an in
accurate memory, and can only hope to remind
the reader of this once familiar short and easy
method of refuting theism. Now, while the Sey
hert Commission are not so dogmatic as was
Atheist, and profess themselvesstill open to con
viction, their method of telling their tale will
seem to the spiritualistically inclined almost as
unpromising as his. Yet they surely might have
avoided leaving this impression, had they shown
more care in rendering their account. “'9 should
have said, in the first place, that all their humor
and their scorn of fraud-feelings perfectly justi
fiable in themselves-must be rigidly suppressed
in this Report. The facts have their own humor,
and the reader might have been left to seeit if
he would. But the man in danger from Spirit
ualism is in danger partly because he lacks, in
considering just this one topic, all senseof hu
mor. You can never help him by making sport
of him, or of the type of mediumship that he
chancesto like best. What you can hope to do

iito show him, in plain and dry speech. not so

much that fraud is possible (for that he knows),
but that his untrained sensesno more give him
in this field protection against fraud than his
linger-nails would give him protection against the
claws of a pack of wild-cats. Do this for him and
you have helpedhim. Butjust this lesson.which
the Seybert Commission had so much chance of
teaching. they have kept, as it were,purposely in
the background. All their stories of meetings
with mediumsare not only related in thefirstplace
as particular incidents, but, in the summing up,
are still left as such for the reader’samusement. '

Little effort is made to show how far these
forms of “ manifestation" are typical of the
generally reported “ facts," or how far the sorts
of fraud actually discovered do represent the
insane whereby the untrained observer is com
munly misled. The effect of the whole massof
evidence will therefore be either bailling or he
rassing. or both, to nearly all who need the help
of the Committee'sadvice; and thus far, for the
amusementof the ninety and nine, the lost sheep
is not only left in the wilderness. but is laughed
at and bootedfurther off still.
All this criticism turns upon our own concep
tion of the important and delicate task of the
Committee. Accepting as they do the trust of a
Spiritualist, they are especially bound to act so
as to meet the actual and very serious mental
needsand perils of the class most inclined to Spi
ritualism. They are bound, that is, to remember
their function as teachers,and they mustnot take
refuge behind the mere word “ investigate,"
when the didactic object of the investigation was
plainly so prominent in Seybert’s mind. They
must, above all, trv to keepthe cordial confidence
of sincere and still moderately rational Spiritual
ist . For the rest, of course,we haveperfect confi
dencein the accuracy of the results of the Com
mittee's workas far as it has gone. We regret
that gentlemenof such ability should have work
ed solong without m'ire to reward them. ‘But
when they accepted their task they knew the
chances. If they some day tell their story in a
more useful form, we believe that their labors
for the causeof general enlightenment will be
comefar more significant than they as yet seem.
As for one further matter, the bestparticular in
vestigation in the book seemsto us to be Prof.
Fullerton’s report on the actual evidence that
exists in support of Zdllner’s interpretation of
his famous experiments with Slade. A more suc
cessful reduction of a wondrous tale to its lowest
and wholly insignificant terms is seldom met
with in sobrief and convincing a statement. The
result was quite worth the European trip which
wasin part devotedto Prof. Fnllerten‘s research;
and the account of the whole is given in a style
to which our foregoing criticisms scarcely at all
apply. The very instructive story is told with
perfect sobriety and simplicity.
in the number of the English Society’s Psychi
cal Research Proceedings now before us, a very
successful attempt occurs to do what we have
blamed the Seybert Commission for not under
taking. To exposea slatewriting medium is one
thing; to show the entire uutrustworthiness of
every ordinary and untrained observer of slate
writing manifestations is quite another and a
much more important thing. A slate-writer ex
posedis, at best, only one fraud the less in this
world of the father of lies; the next fraud has
almost an equal chance of being believed. But
if you can get a series of observers to attend
slate-writing exhibitions that are actually only
conjuring tricks, and if you can promptly get
full written reports from these observers, there
is a chance of showing conclusively, by a com

parison of the various reports with one another
and with the actual facts, how worthless the best
untrained witness is as to all the critical incidents

of such an exhibition. Such a result is comparw
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tively general in its character. It may thus be '
possible to convince intelligent but untrained
men that their observation and their memory
are alike worthless in such a region. If they be- i
come aware of this, perhaps the next slate- :
writing medium who offers them his serviceswill .

find their curiosity more languid, and their judg
ment of his miracles less confident. In the pa
per on "'The Possibilities of Mai-Observation and
Lapse of Memory, from a Practical Point of
View,” Mr. Richard Hodgson and Mr. S. J.
Davey have set forth the outcome of just such
an experimental investigation as this. Mr. Da
vey furnished the conjuring for the experiments.
and Mr. Hodgson conducted the greater part of
the work of criticising the reports that were
written out by the observers. Result: a most in
teresting study of human fallibility. To be sure,

the study is still very inexact, for obvious rea
sons. If the investigation is to go much further,
instantaneous photography, or some other me
chanically accurate method of registering cer
tain of the actual events, must be introduced to
control the reports of the observers. But mean
while a fine piece of work has beendone, and one
that gives new reason to hope for very good re
sults from Mr. Hodgson’s stay in this country as
Secretary of the American Society for Psychical
Research.
The number of the Proceedings before us con
tains several other interesting papers, two of
which bear witness afresh to the endless and
rather dangerous ingenuity of Mr. F. \V. H. My
ers. into the boundless and silent seaof recent
hypnotic research this modern mariner‘s ship
bursts with an appalling speed. The white foam
flies, and the furrow streams forth free. “"0 do
not assert, indeed, that the mariner himself has
ever yet killed the albatross of truth. We ad
vise him, however, to be very careful of his cross
bow.

REBER’S MEDIEVAL ARI‘.

History of Mvdiaeval Art. By Dr. Franz von
Reber, Director of the Bavarian Royal and
State Galleries of Paintings, Professor in the
University and Polytechnic of Munich. Trans
lated by Joseph Thacher Clarke. With 422
illustrations and a glossary of technical terms.
Harper & Bros.

DR. REBER‘S ‘History of Medizeval Art’ has in
its degreethe sameexcelleaces as his volume on
‘ Ancient Art,’ translated by the samewriter and
issued by the samepublisher five years ago, and
then reviewed in the Nation. The earlier volume
had the advantage of covering a more arable
field, and one in which Dr. Reber was more en
tirely at home. The divisions of the subject
were more distinct, its branches less intricately
interlaced, its material more manageable. in
deed, it would be hard to find a subject lesspa
tient of a condensed historical treatment than
medizeval art. The only predecessor who had
adequately treated it, so far as we know, was
SChLMSB; and Dr. Reber has set himself the
harder task 01.’condensing into a single octavo
volume the themewhich in Schnaase‘s‘Geschichte
der bildenden Kilnste’ occupies five.
lf, therefore, the present book has not somuch
directness, decision, and clear exegesis as the
last. nor somany interesting deductions and sug
gestions, it is not to be wondered at. It is only
matter for congratulation that the work is well
done, and the result valuable. Dr. Reber’s plan
differs somewhat from that of most of his prede
cessorsin favor of more compactness and con- ‘

tinuity of arrangement. His distribution of his
subject seems to us just and well balanced, his
opinions on general questions eminently reason
able, and there is a commendable absence of

‘

partisanship. The intricate mingling of Latin
, and Byzantine influences in western Europe, the
domination of the Latin; the successivepreemi
nenceand subordination of Saxony, the Rhine
lands, the southern and northern provinces of
France; the Gothic supremacyof central France;
the late awakening of Italy-—all thesehave their
due place and value. The leading place is neces—
sarily given to architecture, which was in the
Middle Ages, even more than in preceding ages,
the mother and queen of the arts. Guided by
this clue, the reader finds the developmentmade
as clear as he could expect. The web is a very
tangled one. and to present it with all the threads
laid out in a plain pattern would be to misrepre
sent it. The discussion of the development and
complication of Romanesque architecture in
Germany is lucid and judicious, though some
what overloaded with detail. The rise and
\ spread of pointed architecture is equally well de~
scribed. In all this a geographical arrangement
of the discussion seems inevitable. \Vhen it
comesto painting and sculpture, political. physi
cal, and even ethnical boundaries seem to be
muchless significant, and the lines of develop
ment to bedisturbed or efl’aced,rather than dis
played, by a geographical treatment. Here, we
think, Dr. lteber might with advantage have
pruned down his work still further. The leading
lines in this part are much fewer and the facts
multiply. The distribution which seems necta
sary for architecture gives the book the charac
ter of a handbook. The commentary must be
either very minute or very sparing, and to give
the facts without full commentary offers a dry
and bony result.
Here and thereasalient point is slighted, which
we should have liked to seedwelt upon with more
emphasis. For instance, the transfer of archi
tectural control, at the end of the twelfth cen
tury, from the monastic orders to the laity, was
one of the most important phenomena in the his
tory of mediieval architecture. The influence of
the Church. and especially the cloistered clergy,
in conserving and developing the arts from the
sixth century till the twelfth or thirteenth, is in
deed so important that no medizeval history is
adequatewhich does not insist upon it. Some
thing more might have been said with advan
tage, perhaps, about early Christian mosaics,
about the use of vegetable forms in the orna
ment of the thirteenth century, and the change
in plan due tothe addition of lateral chapels to
churches in the fourteenth century. If the ex
position of such points as these had taken the
place of some cataloguing of artists and works
of art here and there, the book would hardly
have lost by it. In truth, its chief literary fault
is the accumulation of detail which merely makes
a fuller record, but adds no ideas, and rather
cumbers the narrative with facts.
The reader will still notice a little of the over
assurance in explaining things from the inside
which was visible in the older volume. Dr. Re
ber never seemsquite able to get away from the
classic point of view. He is apt to accuse the
Romanesque builders of not understanding the
classic buildings about them, or of failing in their
efl’ortsto imitate them; and to forget that, while
the Teutons were content to take hints from the
work of their forerunners, they appear to have
preferred their own ways of using them. We
think he is tempted to presstoo far the theories
which Semper and other acute German writers
have imprinted on the criticism of their country
men-theories of definite climatic forms, of archi
tectural details derived directly from the pro
cessesof other arts. Them theories are of sub
stantial value, but of too facile application. The
dogmatic useof them is repellent, and tends to
divert the reader‘smind from the effort for artis
tic effect, which is always present, and is respon

sible for many things, we believe, for which now
adays it gets no credit.
Every one who has busied himself with this
sort of investigation knows how difficult is abso
lute accuracy of detail, and is dispowd to be in
dulgent to minor errors. That there should be
more or less of them in a book of this kind is to
be expected, but we find slips that seemunneces
sary. We may warn the reader against somewe
notice. Thus. on p. 43,the author cites theMosque
of Omar at Bethlehem. There is no Mosque of
Omar in Bethlehem, we believe, and Dr. Reber
must meanthe building popularly so called in Je
rusalem, but more properly kuownas theDomeof
the Rock. in describing Mohammedan architec
ture, the name Mihrab is given to the covered
part of the mosque, wherein the worshippers
assemble, and the prayer-niche is called the
Kt'blah. In reality, the Mihrab is the niche,
and the Kiblah properly denotes the direction
of Mecca, towards which the' niche is set ;
but they are often confounded. On pp. 176
and 177 we find a plan and section of the
“Mosque of Jumma at Bijapur.” The un
skilled readcr will probably interpret this by the
analogy of the Mosque of Umar or of Amru.
The usual form of the name is Jama Masjid (or
Jumma Musjid), which means Assembly Mosque
or Chief Momue. Most Mahonlmedan cities
have mosques so named, and commonly spolien
of in English as the Friday Mosques, because
service is held there on Friday, the Moham
medan Sabbath. The interior view given of
the Mosque of Amru. by the way, does not
agree with the description on the next page,
the arches being depicted as semicircular, but
described as pointed horseshoes. There is an
analogousdiscrepancy between the plan and sec
tion of the Cathedral of Noyon, where the plan
shows four-part vaulting, which is correct. and
the section six-part vaulting. Dr. Reber takes
pains to assign the first appearance of the horse
shoe arch to Sassanian architecture, forgetting
that the Buddhist Chaitya halls and Vibaras, be
fore and about the Christian era as well as later,
are full of it. The exchange of names between
the spires of Chartres and the church at Ven
ddme, p. 495,is a blunder in proof-reading; to
speak of Chartres as having piers alternating
with round shafts may bea slip of the samekind.
In several placesthe main or central tower of a
medimval castle is cailed'the barbacan; but this
is thekeep. and the barbacan is an outwork. Ste.
Nicaise for St. Nicaise is venial; and al fresco
(in the open air) for a fresco (frescopainting) is
more amusing than serious. The indiscriminate
and inaccurate use of “cloister” for monastery
and convent comes evidently of translating too
phonetically the German generic word Kloster.
It savessometrouble, but makesdifiiculty where
both the generic and specific are required, as
where wehave " the Cloister [Kreuzgang 71in the
Convent [Kloster f] of Gerusalemme, Bologna,"
which was really not a convent, buta monastery.
We have not seen the book in German, and
cannot speak of the translation from comparison,
but it seems to be in general exceedingly well
done. It is terse, clear, and vigorous; only once
in a while doesthe tersenessimpedetheclearness.
Mr. Clarke, however, now and then shows an un
accountable reluctance to subject himself to the
received terminology of architecture. He gives
us“Kernel" (German Kern) for the bell of a
capitol, “ vaulting-post ” for vaulting-shaft, “ ar
cede” (French) for a single arch, “surmount
ed” arches for stilted. “ Trapeze-shaped capi
tals" smacks more of athletics than of ge
ometry, and “ chapiter” for capital is per
haps as “surmounted” as the arch it sustains.
We cannot believe in theseliberties; itis difllcult
enough at the best to maintain order and clear
nessin architectural language,{andif every new
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